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The Department of Business Economics in association with Edvisory has organised an
hour-long interactive seminar on 16th September 2019. The seminar was mainly
aimed to provide exposure to the students regarding various international career
opportunities available to them.
The seminar started with briefing the students about the purpose of the interactive
session held. Then the moderator of the seminar was invited to preside over the
session. Mr Prayagraj Tripathi was invited as the guest speaker for the session. He
is the former country manager of Diplomeo, a student career counselling agency
in France, former business associate with Google and the founder of Edvisory.in,
which facilitates students with the higher studies through various counselling and
interactive sessions along with support services. Mr Tripathi did his Masters in
International Business from world renowned, KEDGE Business School, France.
The students shared career preferences post their graduation degrees. Majority of
students expressed their desire to pursue higher studies in the business field. This
narrowed the discussion to the present scenario of higher education avenues available
to students and its comparative evaluations were shared with the students.
MBA (Masters in Business Administration), MIM (Masters in Management), MSc
(Masters in Science) came out to be the preferred international courses and students
were briefed about the scope of several courses in India as well as abroad. A
comparison of number of seats available in all the eminent universities were made to
highlight the intensity of actual competition. A ranking of top universities in the world
vis a vis Top Indian universities and B- Schools was also made.
A well-explained comparison was made between the universities in India and abroad
regarding various aspects such as average tuition fees, average salary package
received, diversity component, level of exposure received by the student while
pursuing a course from a particular university in a specific nation.

He went on to explain about the admission procedures to these various universities
and the importance of building a well-framed resume to get into a well-renowned
university. Students were made aware of the admission procedures for the universities
in India and abroad. The scope of employment and the living standards in various
countries were also discussed to bring in clarity about pursuing education in a
particular nation.

The students were then allowed to clear their uncertainties by asking questions which
were well responded by Mr Prayagraj. He later concluded the seminar by providing
his contact details for any other queries and suggested the students visit Edvisory.in to
get a better idea of the present world scenario.

The seminar was successfully concluded with a vote of thanks by Dr Shivani Raheja
along with presenting ‘Mahatma Gandhi Diary’ as a token of gratitude to Mr
Prayagraj Tripathi for sharing his valuable knowledge and experiences.

